
Jambo Cash is set in the dramatic African landscape between the jungle and the savannah. We’re
invited to dance in the magical prosperity ritual of the local tribe. Let the rhythm of cash rolling in take
over. The game features a 6x4 reelset with 4096 ways to win from left to right. Features include Instant

Prize symbols that come with random cash prizes if they line up, wild multipliers and a Bonus Game
where symbols progressively convert to Instant prize symbols.

Game ID: 10007

JAMBO CASH - GAME SHEET 

Global release

AUGUST 16, 2021
RTP

96,74%
HIT Frequency

27,83%
Volatility

SUPER HIGH
Default Max win

2.411.200 €



Paylines

4 096
Default bet size

1 €
Default bet range

0,10 € - 200 €
Default max multiplier

X 12.056
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Game features

Bonus games

Land 3 bonus to trigger the bonus game. The
bonus game starts with at least one low payer
symbol converted to Instant Prize symbols on
the reels, and every retrigger will convert
another low payer symbol to Instant Prize
symbols on the reels. Only 1 further retrigger is
allowed once all low paying symbols have
been converted to Instant Prize symbols.
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Free spins

When triggering free spins the player can
choose to start with more symbols converted
at the cost of fewer spins, or go for the
mystery alternative, in which case the amount
of spins and the amount of symbols
converted are randomized. These are the
choices available: ●     15 free spins with L1
converted to Instant Prize symbols ●     10 free
spins with L1 and L2 converted to Instant Prize
symbols ●     5 f ree spins with L1, L2 and L3
converted to Instant Prize symbols ●     Mystery:
5-15 free spins with one or many of L1-L4
converted to Instant Prize symbols
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Game rules

ABOUT THE GAME

This game has 4096 ways, featuring Instant Prize symbols, Multiplying Wilds and a Free Spins
where low pay symbols can be converted into Instant Prize symbols. RTP: 96.50%-96.75%

 

BASE GAME

· 4096 ways with 8 regular symbols, one Instant Prize symbol, a multiplying wild (substitutes for any
symbol, multiplies with its revealed amount) and a Bonus symbol.

· Instant Prize symbol appear with different amounts shown on them. Should the player form a
win with these symbols, the prize will be the sum of their shown amounts.

· Instant Prize symbols pay the sum of their listed amount if they land adjacent from left to right.

· Wilds substitute for any symbol and will reveal a multiplier on landing. Any win the wild takes part
in is multiplied by that multiplier. Multiple multipliers multiply multiplicatively.

· Bonus on reel 1,3,6. Three Bonus in view trigger Free Spins.
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BONUS GAME

Land 3 bonus to trigger the bonus game.

· Land bonus on reel 1,3 and 6 to trigger the bonus game.

· During the bonus game, low payer symbols are converted to Instant Prize symbols on the reels.

· Before the bonus round starts the player can choose the amount of free spins and low payers
converted to Instant Prize symbols, or choose the mystery option which randomizes the amounts.

· Landing 3 bonus symbols in free spins (retriggering) will convert an additional low payer symbol.
If there are no more low payers to convert, the game can retrigger once more for extra spins.

 

FREE SPINS

When triggering free spins the player can choose to start with more symbols converted at the cost
of fewer spins, or go for the mystery alternative, in which case the amount of spins and the
amount of symbols converted are randomized. These are the choices available:

· 15 free spins with L1 converted to Instant Prize symbols.
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· 10 free spins with L1 and L2 converted to Instant Prize symbols.

· 5 free spins with L1, L2 and L3 converted to Instant Prize symbols.

· Mystery: 5-15 free spins with one or many of L1-L4 converted to Instant Prize symbols.
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Payout

High symbols

Low symbols

6 - 5 €
5 - 3 €
4 - 2 €
3 - 1 €

6 - 2 €
5 - 1,50 €
4 - 1 €
3 - 0,50 €

6 - 1,50 €
5 - 1 €
4 - 0,50 €
3 - 0,40 €

6 - 1 €
5 - 0,50 €
4 - 0,40 €
3 - 0,30 €

6 - 0,50 € 6 - 0,50 €
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5 - 0,40 €
4 - 0,30 €
3 - 0,20 €

5 - 0,40 €
4 - 0,30 €
3 - 0,20 €

6 - 0,40 €
5 - 0,30 €
4 - 0,20 €
3 - 0,16 €

6 - 0,40 €
5 - 0,30 €
4 - 0,20 €
3 - 0,16 €
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Game Rules - Opens page to game rules.A -

Settings - Opens settings and Paytable, options to turn on/off Music, Background sound, Use
space to spin, background animations and quick spin. Sub menu has Paytable.

B -
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Balance - Displays player’s balance.C -

Stake - Stake (up/down), Allows player to change their Bet Value.D -

Last Win - Shows the total win value from previous spin.E -

Autoplay - Players can make the game play without pressing the spin button each time.
Choose the number of rounds to play by pressing the autoplay button. Players can choose
additional conditions for when to stop autoplay in the game settings. The loss limit in some
game client versions prevents players losing above a set limit during an autoplay session,
pressing the spin button during autospins stops autospin.

F -

Spin Button - Starts game play, when reels are spinning, the button transforms to into the
stop button, pressing the stop button stops the reels immediately. When in autoplay the start
button transforms to a stop button, press stop to stop autoplay.

G -
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